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Avid Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 294 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.7in. For all the women who thought Christine should have stayed with the Phantom this book is for you. Erotically wicked! Spellbinding! A unique retelling of The Phantom of the Opera. Bertrice Small One of the worlds most infamous stories of dark passion now retold in a novel of breathtaking historical erotica. An exquisite obsession... Christine Daae has heard terrifying stories of the man known as The Phantom of the Opera. But, as the Paris Opera Houses youngest and most compelling star, Christine has learned the truth about the scarred man. In a lush hideaway beneath the Opera House, she craves the velvet timbre of his arousing voice, and quivers beneath the touch of his leather gloves. The Phantom is real. Her Musique dAnges. Her liberator. And Christine is his inspiration. An erotic awakening... Condemned to the catacombs beneath the streets of Paris, Erik watches the beautiful, talented Christine from the shadows. He is careful to keep his identity and his secret in the dark, but he cannot resist her beauty and her talent. Her extraordinary loveliness haunts him like no other woman and only he can pleasure her like no other man. But his sensual power comes with a price and a risk to everyone who stands between them. For Christine too is succumbing to her most forbidden and dangerous desires and as she gives everything for the Phantom, her world spirals into the darkest and most dangerous eroticism of all. A labyrinth of dark, extravagant eroticism to the romance at the storys heart. Grandly conceived, wildly inventive in its smallest details. ...--Molly Weatherfield, author of Carries Story This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.
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